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Here is Dr. Mike Ackermann’s excellent commentary on why the Supreme Court of 
Canada is wrong when it claims gun ownership is not a right.
Rights are inherent and absolute. They exist because we do, and are as essential and 
fundamental to our existence as is our DNA. Rights are neither granted by government, 
nor can they be repealed by government. They can only be recognized and supported by 
government, or denied and repressed by government.  Furthermore, nowhere is it stated 
that the Constitution is an exclusive listing of all our rights, and even if it were so stated, 
that would be wrong.

The Constitution is a partial list of limits on government power over the citizens who elect it. Nothing more, nothing less. 
There are many rights not listed in the Constitution that are still valid rights, but the issues that would bring them to public 
light have not yet arisen.

Finally, the various rights all spring from the Right to Life. That is the Right to be alive, and to strive to stay alive. This 
Right would be meaningless if it did not also include the Right to stop others from killing or seriously hurting you or those 
in your care, and that right is meaningless without ready access to timely and effective means of personal defense.

The evidence clearly shows that no government 
agency - regardless of how dedicated and altruistic 
it may be - can ever guarantee timely and effective 
protection to the individual. Only s/he can do this 
for him/herself. We are all already familiar with 
the rationale behind this claim and of the evidence 
in support of it.

Therefore when the SCC states that the right 
to the means of effective and timely life saving 
personal defense does not exist because there is no 
mention of it in the Constitution, they are plainly 
wrong. The trouble is, getting the SCC to admit 
and rule that the SCC is wrong!

Yours in Liberty,

Dr. Mike Ackermann
Spells it out for Canada’s Rights-Illiterate Supreme Court 

Christopher

Text like this is a link to 
online content.  
These links are provided 
to give you easy access to 
the original news story or 
other relevant information. 
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Firearm Politics
Media Cites Supreme Court “Facts” To Show Gun Ownership Not A Right

“To possess a firearm is a right, and it’s a right that comes with responsibilities.” — Public Safety Minister 
Steven Blaney at a news conference in Powassan, Ont., July 23, 2014.
The Canadian Press has examined Blaney’s statement and put it to its baloney meter test — a dispassionate 
examination of political statements that culminates in a ranking of accuracy.
Spoiler: On a scale from “no baloney” to “full of baloney,” the claim would appear, from a strictly legal stand-
point, to meet the criteria for a “full baloney” grade. By law, there is no right in Canada to possess firearms.
The facts: The right to bear arms has been a hotly debated topic in the United States for decades.
That right, say advocates, is deeply entrenched in the U.S. Constitution, and provided for in the Second Amend-
ment that was adopted Dec. 15, 1791, as part of the United States Bill of Rights.
In Canada, such a right is not specifically spelled out in the Constitution, although proponents of the notion 
argue that such a right exists. But does it? According to the Supreme Court of Canada, it does not. “Canadians, 
unlike Americans, do not have a constitutional right to bear arms,” the high court stated in 1993, in a decision over 
the possession of convertible semi-automatic weapons. “Indeed, most Canadians prefer the peace of mind and sense 
of security derived from the knowledge that the possession of automatic weapons is prohibited,” said the court.
The rights issue was tested again in the case of an Ontario firearms dealer and manufacturer. Bruce Montague was 
charged with several weapons offences after police found more than 200 firearms and 20,000 rounds of ammuni-
tion at Montague’s home in northwestern Ontario.
Montague didn’t renew the registrations on his weapons, convinced that he had a constitutional right to bear 
arms without government interference or regulation, despite the passage of Bill C-68, the Firearms Act, in 1995. 
Montague argued that he had “a constitutional right to possess firearms for self defence” derived from the consti-
tution of Britain.
He pointed to the preamble of the Constitution Act, 1867, Canada’s founding constitutional document, which in 
his view imported the English Bill of Rights of 1689, which states in Article 7: “That the subjects which are Protes-
tants may have arms for their defence suitable to their conditions and as allowed by law.”
Montague further argued that in 1982, this historical right was shielded from any ordinary legislation by section 
26 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which reads: “The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and free-
doms shall not be construed as denying the existence of any other rights or freedoms that exist in Canada.”
His convictions were upheld in the Ontario Court of Appeal and in September 2010, the Supreme Court of 
Canada refused to hear a final appeal, without offering reasons.
Montague is facing further legal troubles after the Ontario Court of Appeal further ruled last month against his 
challenge of the Criminal Code’s automatic forfeiture provisions. That, after a judge ordered most of his weapons 
cache — including sub-machine guns, assault rifles and sawed off shotguns — be turned over to the province of 
Ontario. He may also lose his house to forfeiture.... (The Canadian Press – July 31, 2014)
Sources:

 ¹ Supreme Court of Canada Judgements, R. v. Hasselwander, May 19, 1993.
 ¹ University of Alberta, Centre for Constitutional Studies, article, “Ontario Court Confirms No Right to Bear 

Arms in Canada; Supreme Court Will Not Hear Appeal,” Oct. 4, 2010
 ¹ Firearms Act, 1995
 ¹ The Right To Keep And Bear Arms In Canada website, www.rkba.ca.
 ¹ English Bill of Rights, 1689.
 ¹ Arming and Disarming, a History of Gun Control in Canada. University of Toronto Press, 2012.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/public-safety-ministers-statement-gun-ownership-put-test-113008096.html
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Music
Celtic Rocker Leah McHenry is Gives You Her Music for Free (limited time offer!)

In Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin #171 I wrote about Celtic Rocker Leah McHenry aka The Home-
schooling, Gun-Loving Heavy Metal Mama.  This awesome Canadian talent is currently working on her new 
album we helped fund.  In anticipation of the 
new album’s release Leah McHenry decided 
to give away ALL her previous music for a 
limited time.
Just go to http://leahmchenry.com/music 
and click on the digital album or single you 
want to download.  
When you get to the checkout just enter 0.00 
as the purchase price, enter your email address 
(and optionally your country and postal code)  
and click OK.
The download link for your album or single 
of choice will be in your mailbox faster than 
you can say “Awesome Music!”
If you didn’t check out her music the last time 
I wrote about this talented Canadian musi-
cian then please make sure you do this time.  
I don’t know how long Leah is giving away her music but as of publication of this edition of the Bulletin Leah’s 
generous offer is still available.  
Don’t wait.  Grab copies of her previous albums while you can and when her new album comes out please 
support this awesome talent.  She richly deserves it.
From my previous article...
Leah’s Love for Liberty

On Guns, Self-Defense and “Gun Control”:
I am among those who believe the right to defend your own life and the lives of your family is indisputable, and 
a right given by God. The state does not have any legitimate authority to take away this right. Any state that 
believes it does ultimately believes and acts as though it is God.
One only needs to spend a few minutes studying history to see the pattern of gun control leading to dictatorship 
and ultimately the mass slaughter of those people from whom they took the guns. This point needs to come up 
again and again in media, as a reminder to people who would otherwise not care, or those who think we’d all be 
“safer” without guns.
On Canadian Apathy and Complacency:
It is alarming, disturbing, and maddening at times to think of the things going on in our country that most 
Canadians have no clue about, or if they have some measure of awareness, they just don’t care. It’s easy to feel 
alone here, but I know to go about my business and keep on making music is one way I can do something, 
though it seems unrelated on the surface.

Read the Original Article at: http://postcardsfromtheright.com/8964/common-sense/life/celtic-rocker-leah-
mchenry-homeschooling-gunloving-metal-mama/ or in  Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin #171.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://rfb.s3.amazonaws.com/Rights-and-Freedoms-Bulletin-No-171.pdf
http://leahmchenry.com/music
http://postcardsfromtheright.com/8964/common-sense/life/celtic-rocker-leah-mchenry-homeschooling-gunloving-metal-mama/
http://postcardsfromtheright.com/8964/common-sense/life/celtic-rocker-leah-mchenry-homeschooling-gunloving-metal-mama/
http://rfb.s3.amazonaws.com/Rights-and-Freedoms-Bulletin-No-171.pdf
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Freedom Of Speech
Canadian Anti-Hate Laws and Freedom of Expression

“Canadian Anti-hate Laws and Freedom of Expression” is the title of a Parliamentary Report written by Julian 
Walker, Legal and Legislative Affairs Division, in 2010 and updated in 2013.  I found the section titled “Hate 
Promotion Offences in the Criminal Code” to be of particular interest, given the ongoing prosecution of Arthur 
Topham in Quesnel, BC, under Section 319.2 of the Criminal Code of Canada.
Hate propaganda provisions have existed in the Criminal Code since 1970. They were added by Parliament in response to a series of 
events and developments in the 1960s when certain white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups, largely based in the United States, were 
active in Canada. These groups and individuals engaged mainly in anti Semitic and anti-Black propagandizing. The hate propaganda 
provisions of the Code were essentially designed to target these activities.

The hate promotion offences and related provisions can be found in sections 318–320.1 of the Criminal Code. Under section 318, 
everyone who advocates or promotes genocide is guilty of an offence punishable by up to five years’ imprisonment. The term “genocide” 
is defined to mean killing members of an identifiable group or deliberately inflicting on an identifiable group conditions of life calcu-
lated to bring about the group’s physical destruction. Section 318(4) of the Criminal Code defines an “identifiable group” as any section 
of the public distinguished by colour, race, religion, ethnic origin or sexual orientation. No prosecution under this provision can be 
undertaken without the consent of the provincial Attorney General.

Under section 319(1) of the Criminal Code, everyone who, by communicating statements in a public place, incites hatred against any 
identifiable group where such incitement is likely to lead to a breach of the peace is guilty of an indictable offence punishable by up to 
two years’ imprisonment, or of a summary conviction offence.

Section 319(2) makes it an offence to communicate, except in private conversation, statements that wilfully promote hatred against an 
identifiable group. Section 319(7) defines “communicating” to include communicating by telephone, broadcasting or other audible 
or visible means. “Public place” is defined to include any place to which the public has access as of right or by invitation, express or 
implied. “Statements” include words spoken or written or recorded electronically, electromagnetically or otherwise, and also include 
gestures, signs or other visible representations.

No prosecution under section 319(2) can be instituted without the consent of the provincial Attorney General. Any person charged 
under section 319(2) of the Criminal Code has available four special defences set out in section 319(3). These defences are:

1. that the communicated statements are true;

2. that an opinion or argument was expressed in good faith and either concerned a religious subject or was based on a belief in a 
religious text;

3. that the statements were relevant to a subject of public interest and were on reasonable grounds believed to be true; and

4. that the statements were meant to point out matters that produce feelings of hatred toward an identifiable group and were 
made in good faith for the purpose of their removal.

These special defences are not available to those charged under sections 318 and 319(1) of the Code.

Sections 320 and 320.1 of the Criminal Code provide that a judge may, on reasonable grounds, issue an order for the confiscation of 
hate propaganda in any form, including data on a computer system. Hate propaganda is defined in section 320(8) as any writing, sign 
or visible representation advocating or promoting genocide, or the communication of which would be an offence under section 319. By 
implication, this material has to target identifiable groups. It merely needs to be shown that the material is hate propaganda for it to be 
seized – it does not have to be shown to be dangerous. The consent of the provincial Attorney General is required before these seizure 
and confiscation provisions can be used. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://www.parl.gc.ca/Content/LOP/ResearchPublications/2010-31-e.htm
http://blog.rightsandfreedoms.org/arthur-topham-free-speech-legal-defense-fund/
http://blog.rightsandfreedoms.org/arthur-topham-free-speech-legal-defense-fund/
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/free-concealed-carry-report/tid-rfb
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Freedom of Speech
The Obituary of CHRC Censorship [Part 3]

by Marc Lemire
Section 13 Goes Mainstream: The Mark Steyn / Macleans Case 

In the previous two posts on the obituary of Section 13 censorship, I highlighted the background of Section 13 
and corruption of the Canadian “Human Rights” Commission and the real modus operandi of the CHRC, 
which was “simple forced deletion of the message”.  
Today I am going to explore the Mark Steyn / Macleans Magazine “hate speech” cases and some interesting facts 
that came out (like disgraced former police officers, Nazi Fetishists and Million dollar legal fees). 
The complaint against Mark Steyn and Macleans Magazine was laid by a Muslim group named the Canadian 
Islamic Congress following lobbying by the CHRC. To put the complaint into perspective, a timeline of events 
is helpful: 

 ¹ June 29, 2006: The CHRC’s head policy advisor meets with Muslims in Toronto urging them to lay hate 
complaints with regards to “anti-Islamic comments in the media”.

 ¹ October 20, 2006:  Macleans Magazine runs a cover story “Why the Future Belongs to Islam” which was 
reproductions from Mark Steyn’s book “America Alone”

 ¹ August 13, 2007:  Complaint against Steyn/Macleans filed with CHRC by the Canadian Islamic 
Congress. [1]

As mentioned in previous articles, back in 2006, the CHRC was desperate for complaints.  They had invested 
all this money; they had a special “anti-hate” team, special “anti-hate” committee, special lawyers, a special 
Compliance Manual for “hate cases”, policy advisors, etc; but no one was complaining to them.  
The complaint against Mark Steyn and Macleans Magazine could very well be as a result of the CHRC drumming 
up business to keep the “hate” gravy train rolling and employing dozens of highly paid unionized staff [including 
“disgraced former police officers”, Dean Steacy 007: Licensed to CHILL & assorted Nazi fetishists]. 
CHRC: Please file COMPLAINT$ 

On June 29th, 2006, Harvey Goldberg, the senior policy advisor for Section 13 with the CHRC traveled to 
Toronto to meet with a delegation of Muslims from the Canadian Arab Foundation.  As a result of that meet-
ing, Mr. Goldberg wrote an internal memo to Ian Fine, the Director of the CHRC’s oddly named “Knowledge 
Centre.” [2]   
In Goldberg’s July 5th, 2006 memo, he stated:  

A couple representatives of the Muslim community expressed concern that the threshold for hate was too 
high and that much of what they perceived as anti-Islamic comments in the media and elsewhere would 
not be included in the current definition of hate. I referred them to the [Name redacted by CHRC] article 
in the Hate on the Internet magazine, copies of which I had distributed. 
They also questioned whether the Commission would accept complaints dealing with anti-Muslim senti-
ments. I assured them that the Commission was fully committed to fulfilling its mandate under section 
13.
…
Overall I think this round of meetings was successful in the continuing process of networking with key 
stakeholders and of furthering the Commission initiatives in the areas of disability and hate on the Inter-
net.”

Several months after this meeting; the Canadian Islamic Congress filed a Section 13 “hate speech” complaint 
against Rogers Media Inc. (Macleans Magazine) at the Canadian “Human Rights” Commission. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2014/06/section-13-is-officially-repealed.html
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2014/06/section-13-is-officially-repealed.html
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2014/06/the-obituary-of-chrc-censorship-part-2.html
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2014/06/the-obituary-of-chrc-censorship-part-2.html
http://www.steynonline.com/
http://www.macleans.ca/
http://www.canadianislamiccongress.com/cic2010/
http://www.canadianislamiccongress.com/cic2010/
http://www.steynstore.com/product28.html
http://www.freedomsite.org/march25-08/tab9.pdf
http://www.freedomsite.org/march25-08/tab9.pdf
http://www.ezralevant.com/too_corrupt_for_the_real_polic/
http://canadianhumanrightscommission.blogspot.ca/2008/03/chrt-ruling-lemire-scores-monumental.htmlhttp:/blog.freedomsite.org/2008/03/dean-steacy-007.html
http://youtu.be/fdDQ_S-ybxM%3Ft%3D3m15s
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At the same time, the CIC filed two nearly identical complaints with the Ontario “Human Rights” Commission 
and the British Columbia “Human Rights” Tribunal. 
Hate Speech? 

The Section 13 “hate speech” complaint against Rogers Media Inc (Macleans / Mark Steyn) was over a reproduc-
tion of Mark Steyn’s book “America Alone.” The Macleans article was entitled “Why the future belongs to Islam” 
and ran as a cover story in the October 20, 2006 issue. 
Mark Steyn’s article made the following points: 

 � Europe has been transformed into “Eurabia” by massive immigration.  
The article said “...There are signs that Allah will grant Islam victory in 
Europe - without swords, without guns, without conquests.  The fifty 
million Muslims of Europe will turn it into a Muslim continent within a 
few decades.”

 � “The Muslim world has youth, numbers and global ambitions.  The 
West is growing old and enfeebled, and lacks the will to rebuff those who 
would supplant it.  It’s the end of the world as we’ve known it.”

 � Canada is changing because of demographics  (Low birth rate of 
Canadians, high birth rate of Muslims)   “Age + Welfare = Disaster for 
you; Youth + Will = Disaster for whoever gets in your way”

 � Islam has serious global ambitions, and it forms the primal, core 
identity of most of its adherents

 � “not all Muslims are terrorists — though enough are hot for jihad 
to provide an impressive support network of mosques from Vienna to 
Stockholm to Toronto to Seattle.”

 � “Just look at the development within Europe, where the number of 
Muslims is expanding like mosquitoes.  Every Western woman in the EU 
is producing an average of 1.4 children.  Every Muslim woman in the same countries is producing 3.5 chil-
dren” [3]

After the Steyn article appeared in Macleans, there was a fair amount of controversy in the pages of the magazine 
over Steyn’s propositions about demographics, the threat of Islam, etc.   
Complaint by Islamists 

On August 13, 2007, the Canadian “Human Rights” Commission accepted a Section 13 complaint against 
Rogers Media Inc filed by the Canadian Islamic Congress.  The complained of grounds was “religion”, specifically 
hatred towards Islam and Muslims. 
The complaint read: 

“The complainant alleges that the material in question is flagrantly anti-Muslim and in adopting a fear 
mongering tone, the article focuses on the influx of Muslim immigrants into Europe and North America”. 
And that “...Muslims are part of a global conspiracy to take over Western societies and impose oppressive Islamic 
law on them, and that Muslims in the West need to be viewed through this lens as the enemy.”   
As a result, “seeing the messages [By Mark Steyn] portrayed as objective fact by Maclean’s had a serious impact 
on the complainant [Canadian Islamic Congress] and on the Canadian Muslim community at large. ... this 
impact included harm to their sense of dignity and self-worth as Canadian Muslims.” [4]

Section 13: The Sh*t Hit The Fan 

Keep in mind that the primary intent of Section 13 was to, quietly and behind closed doors, censor individuals 
which “would not be attended by great publicity”.  While this was true with most Section 13 cases, it certainly 
was not true with Mark Steyn and Macleans Magazine. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2014/06/the-obituary-of-chrc-censorship-part-2.html
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The preverbal ‘hate speech earthquake’ hit the media, once it was revealed that one of Canada’s most respected 
magazines and the “one-man global content provider” Mark Steyn were under investigation for hate speech.  
Editorials against censorship went viral from coast to coast in Canada and spread across the globe via the Internet.
Literally hundreds of articles were written about the Macleans hate speech complaint; here is just a sampling of 
the articles: 

 ¹ 20070917 - Western Standard - Censure the censor
 ¹ 20071205 - Macleans - Got a complaint call 1-800-HumanRights
 ¹ 20071206 - Calgary Herald - Constitutional rights must be protected
 ¹ 20071208 - London Free Press - Freedom of the press attacked
 ¹ 20071209 - Ottawa Citizen - Suing for Silence
 ¹ 20071212 - CBC News - Tory minister slams Islamic Congress
 ¹ 20071216 - NYPost - Canada’s Thought Police
 ¹ 20071216 - Ottawa Citizen - The new totalitarians
 ¹ 20071217 - Spectator UK - The Blood Runs cold
 ¹ 20071218 - Chilliwack Times - Quit validating pro victims
 ¹ 20071218 - IsraelNationalNews - Mark Steyn is Not Alone
 ¹ 20071218 - National Post - Censorship In The Name Of Human Rights
 ¹ 20071219 - Calgary Herald - Shut down the human rights commissions
 ¹ 20071219 - Lifesite - Mark Steyn wakes up Canadian press to CHRC
 ¹ 20071220 - CanadianFreePress - Human Rights Tribunals
 ¹ 20071220 - GeorgeJonas - Turning out the lights
 ¹ 20071221 - BC Catholic - There IS Someone left
 ¹ 20071225 - FrontPageMagazine - Stand by Steyn
 ¹ 20071228 - Truro Daily - Myths Legends and some truths
 ¹ 20080103 - Macleans - Heres what offends this writer
 ¹ 20080112 - Economist - Mark Steyn and the Thought Police
 ¹ 20080521 - ChronicleHerald - Bad times for Free Speech
 ¹ 20081118 - ChronicleHerald - Ground shifting on HRC battle
 ¹ 20081124 - GlobeandMail - Tribunal shouldn’t police hate
 ¹ See more Media articles here:  http://www.freedomsite.org/legal/charts/Articles_on_Sec13.pdf 

Unlike some others, Mark Steyn was not a coward and decided to fight back against this appalling censorship. 
Steyn took to the airwaves and print media and unleashed his mighty wit in a broadside against censorship in 
Canada and in particular the Canadian “Human Rights” Commission. 
Here are some interviews Steyn did on his “Hate speech” prosecution: 

 � http://youtu.be/fdDQ_S-ybxM?list=UUGEo4ppuyNTge8SgK3QaK3Q

 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gpXZ8zYhxI

 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6FLhj0Sgmg

 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsQBDQ-5AGk

 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6EnACy1EQk

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DI6FLhj0Sgmg
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 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quDf-XcwkvQ 
 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XH70VHZ857M 
 � http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTXOJ4zgkeo 
 � http://youtu.be/DkPWtv6l9f4 

The damage was so bad for the Canadian “Human Rights” Commission they hired a high-priced PR firm Hill & 
Knowlton to manage their public relations.  (Toronto Sun: “Top bureaucrat paid big bucks for spin doctors: 
Docs”.)  
In total, the CHRC spent close to $200,000 in damage control.   You can see the full Hill & Knowlton docu-
ments here:  http://www.freedomsite.org/legal/CHRC_Hill-and-Knowlton-Advice/Hill_and_Knowlton_
CHRC_report.pdf  [From an Access to Information request by Marc Lemire] 
Politicians Wake Up 
The huge media backlash and all the damaging information coming out about the CHRC also translated into 
political action. 
The first political action against the CHRC was a motion by Liberal MP Keith Martin which called on Parlia-
ment to state: “That, in the opinion of the House, subsection 13(1) of the Canadian Human Rights Act 
should be deleted from the Act.”  The bill was first M-446, then resurrected after the 2008 Federal election as 
M-153.
The next definitive move was a private members Bill C-304.  The bill repealed Section 13 and 54 of the Cana-
dian Human Rights Act and scrapped the censorship provision entirely.  
CHRC Decision in the Macleans case was purely political 

The decision by the Canadian Human Rights Commission to drop the complaint against Macleans Magazine 
was done to stop the onslaught of negative media the CHRC was receiving.  During the time the CHRC was 
investigating Macleans, hundreds of articles and editorials appeared in the media from coast to coast.  The CHRC 
wanted the daily negative media publicity to stop, so they suddenly found freedom of speech and dismissed the 
complaint. 
The truth behind the dismissal of the Macleans complaint is that the Investi-
gator of the case wasn’t so sure it should just be dismissed.  The Investigator 
highlighted that what Mark Steyn wrote could expose Muslims to ‘hatred 
and contempt’.   
In the March 25 2008 CHRC Investigators report on the Macleans 
complaint, the Investigator wrote in paragraph 49: 

(Alternatively) “It is recommended, pursuant to paragraph 44(3)(a) of the 
Canadian Human Rights Act to request that the Chairperson of the Cana-
dian Human Rights Tribunal institute an inquiry into the complaint if the 
Commission is of the view that: 

 � the material does appear to meet some of the hallmarks of hate and is of 
such a nature that it may likely expose persons of the Muslim faith to hatred 
and contempt; 

 � a decision by the Tribunal addressing the fact situation in this case may be in the public interest as it raises 
new considerations regarding the relationship between section 13 and the right of freedom of the press, as aspect 
of the Charter guarantee of freedom of expression.”

The complaint against Macleans Magazine was dropped when it reached the “political level” at the CHRC, but it 
was obvious that the investigator in the case recommended “in the alternative” that the case go to a tribunal. 
The CHRC’s “political level” is staffed by political appointees like the Jet-setting world traveler[5] - [former] 
Chief Commissioner Jennifer Lynch and Conservative appointed Acting Chief Commissioner David Langtry 
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[see: AirMiles Langtry].  They have the role of reviewing the complaint and approving it to be sent onto a 
hearing before the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal. Unlike the investigator in the Macleans case, the political 
Kangaroos smelled the political wind, and threw out the case like a hot potato. 
In terms of fallout from the Macleans / Mark Steyn complaint, Ezra Levant was sued for defamation by one of 
the complainants against Steyn [Khurrum Awan].   The case is currently at trial and a decision is not expected 
until 2015.  See: http://www.standwithezra.ca/ 
 
The Chilling Effects of “Hate Laws” and Censorship

Once the Section 13 complaint was filed against Macleans and Rogers Media Inc, all talk about those underlying 
issues which Steyn discussed were cleansed from the pages of Macleans.   

Macleans no longer reports on ‘Islamic Threats’ since the “Hate” Charges
A review of Macleans Magazine during the complaint period [2007-2008] shows that the issue of Islam taking 
over the Western world via demographics is no longer a valid topic. Macleans took the easy route and reported on 
‘pressing issues’ like Harpers “Master Plan” and how your dog gets better healthcare than you do. There was a bit 
of religious reporting, such as questioning Jesus and his “identity crisis” but it seemed to be verboten to discuss 
Mohammed and his “identity crisis”. 
How many editors and newspapers will allow commentary on controversial issues if they are going to face being 
labeled as racist or Islamophobes?  
As Macleans Magazine reports: 

“Cases like these foster an atmosphere in which sensible people who know they can’t summon the resources to 
defend themselves will censor themselves. It creates an ever-growing body of very regressive law when it comes to 
the integrity and freedom of a democratic forum.”  
--(John Dixon, a two-term former president of the B.C. Civil Liberties Association) [6]

Kenneth Whyte, Editor in Chief of Macleans Magazine

Q: Even though you were successful in court, do you worry that your case will have 
a negative impact on journalism in the future, either through more publications self-
censoring to avoid lawsuits or more human rights complaints being filed over legitimate 
journalistic content? 
A: Yeah. There will absolutely be self-censoring, and it will be harder going forward to 
have clear and full debates on a lot of important issues like race or religion or public 
policy because of this. [7]  
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In the case of Macleans magazine, which was represented by two prominent lawyers through three separate 
complaints and a 5-day hearing before the BC Human Rights Tribunal – the costs were staggering.  Accord-
ing to Mark Steyn, speaking on Calgary’s AM770, Macleans Magazine and Rogers Media Inc. spent upwards of 
$1,000,000 to defend against the human rights complaints.[8] 
In a somewhat ironic twist, the Muslim complainants were actually proved correct in the end.  During their 2006 
meeting with the CHRC’s Harvey Goldberg, the Muslims in attendance questioned if “the Commission [CHRC] 
would accept complaints dealing with anti-Muslim sentiments. [Goldberg] assured them that the Commission 
was fully committed to fulfilling its mandate under section 13.”  
Mark Steyn has stated on numerous occasions that, under the ridiculous language of Section 13 he was guilty of 
“hate speech”.  In the end, the CHRC was shown to be hate hypocrites who only accepted certain complaints. 
Hate laws are political tools used to silence speech and criticism.  The power of the state is used to crush the little 
man.   Thankfully Maclean’s had a million dollars to fight back, but does the average Canadian?  This is why 
Section 13 had to be repealed and tossed into the dustbin of Canadian history; next should be the criminal “hate 
speech” prohibition – Section 319 of the Criminal Code of Canada – another shameful piece of censorship 
legislation!

Mark Steyn has written extensively about his censorship experience in hi 
book “Lights Out - Islam, free speech and the twilight of the West”.

In 2007, the Canadian Islamic Congress brought three suits against 
Maclean’s, Canada’s oldest news weekly, for running an excerpt from 
Mark’s bestselling book America Alone, plus other “flagrantly Islamo-
phobic” columns by Steyn. 
A year later the CIC had lost all its cases and the flagrant Islamo-
phobe had become a poster boy for a worldwide phenomenon - the 
increasing tension between Islam, on the one hand, and, on the other, 
western notions of free speech, liberty and pluralism. 
In this book, Mark republishes all the essays Mohamed Elmasry, the 
Canadian Islamic Congress and their enablers in Canada’s disgust-
ing “human rights” regime attempted to criminalize, along with new 
material responding to his accusers. 
He also takes a stand against the erosion of free speech in Canada, 
Britain and elsewhere, and the advance of a creeping totalitarian 
“multiculturalism”; and he considers the broader tensions between 
Islam and the west in a time of unprecedented demographic transfor-
mation.
Roaming from America to Europe to Australia, Lights Out is a 
trenchant examination of the intersection of multicultural progressivism and a resurgent Islam - and of 
the implications for liberty in the years ahead. And don’t forget, when you order from SteynOnline, the 
Flagrant Islamophobe Steyn will be happy to autograph it to you or your loved one in his own disgust-
ingly flagrant manner.
http://www.steynstore.com/product65.html

If you missed Marc Lemire’s previous editions of The Obituary of CHRC Censorship you can read Part 1 in 
Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin #181, and Part 2 in Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin #182.
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Property Rights
High River RCMP Firearm Seizures 

The following is from Page 17 of the Alberta Property Rights Advocate Office – 2013 Annual Report.  Their 
recommendation is that “the Legislature amend the Emergency Management Act to clarify and affirm the consistent 
respect for and deference to private property rights, even in the face of an emergency situation. 
Specifically, it is recommended that section 19 of the Act be amended to confirm that a natural disaster does not create 
licence to disregard the property rights of individual Albertans, nor does it absolve the authorities from a responsibility to 
follow the due process of law (including the need to obtain Ministerial authorization) if any encroachments do become 
necessary as an emergency response.” 
You can download a copy of this report from : http://justice.alberta.ca/programs_services/about_us/prao/
assets/AnnualReport2013.pdf

Unfortunately, in addition to the direct harm caused by the flooding, many High River residents also experienced 
an unwanted man-made intrusion into their flood-threatened and damaged homes. As the disaster unfolded, 
it became apparent that Members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police were engaged in a systematic process 
of forcibly entering a large number of homes in High River. In the course of doing so, they removed quantities 
of personal property, largely consisting of legally registered firearms belonging to the respective home owners. 
It appears that by the time this course of action had ceased, over 1,900 homes in High River had been forcibly 
entered.
If the sampling of home owners that I spoke to is any indication, most of the forced entries were neither invited 
nor welcomed. It must be acknowledged that as a result, most affected residents were left feeling that their prop-
erty rights had been violated in the midst of their flood-ravaged vulnerability. This is not an unnatural conse-
quence, for inherent in any sense of meaningful property rights is the expectation of peaceable and exclusive 
possession.
It should be noted that this Office is not mandated to delve into matters of police oversight. It also is not my 
intention to question or second guess emergency responders who faced a serious, pressing disaster. However, it is 
a legitimate sphere of concern for this Office to review the extent to which provincial authority was relied upon as 
the legal basis for the forced entries. In that review, we can evaluate whether provincial law can be clarified, so as 
to better respect property rights if similar circumstances arise in the future. 
It also should be noted that in making this review, the Property Rights Advocate Office is not endowed with the 
investigative or remedial powers to directly address these incidents. We are able to make inquiries on a volun-
tary basis, and monitor information that is available to members of the public. In this regard, we are looking 
forward to the release of the results of the public interest investigation conducted by the Commission for Public 
Complaints against the RCMP.
In the meantime, I was able to inquire of the RCMP as to the extent that provincial authority was relied upon 
by their Members in effecting the forced entries. A response was written by then Deputy Commissioner D.N. 
McGowan, who indicated, among other things, the following:

 ¹  they looked to section 19 of the Emergency Management Act, for authority under the state of emer-
gency;

 ¹  they took possession of improperly stored firearms in just over 100 occasions;
 ¹  at no time did they take operational direction from any elected officials or public service employees to 

enter private homes;
 ¹  after 21 June 2013, their focus turned from one of active rescue of persons in distress to efforts to locate 

stranded individuals;
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 ¹  they believe that their actions were undertaken in good faith, in chaotic circumstances, with full and 
proper legal justification.

Regrettably, the experiences of High River home owners were somewhat broader than what may have been 
reflected in the reports given to Deputy Commissioner McGowan. Among the reports that the Property Rights 
Advocate Office received were the following items:

 ¹  some home owners reported forced entries through the front and back doors of the same residence;
 ¹  forced entries were made into some homes that were outside of the flooded areas
 ¹  at least two instances were reported where doors had been left unlocked, but still a window was smashed 

to gain entry;
 ¹  home owners reported indications of searches of their homes that were more extensive than one might 

expect from a “plain sight” appropriation of firearms. They observed evidence of closet doors and dresser 
drawers having been deliberately opened and the contents examined;

 ¹  buildings were left unsecured after the forced entry and search, leaving household contents vulnerable;
 ¹  in at least one case after a forced entry, a front door which had been knocked off its hinges was left on the 

lawn;
 ¹  sewage was found to have been tracked through residences by the people who conducted forced entries;
 ¹  forced entries of High River homes continued well after the imminent danger had passed. It appears that 

up to June 24, 2013, when the emergency was deemed to be over, approximately 674 homes had been forci-
bly entered. Yet, after that date, over 1,200 homes were forcibly entered, and presumably searched;

 ¹  no home owner was asked to accompany the forced entry teams, to provide consent or facilitate entry, 
even though residents were required to register with local authorities and provide contact information upon 
their evacuation;

 ¹  residents observed a lack of reports of similar widespread forced home entries in other areas of Alberta 
affected by the flooding, or even in other large scale disasters, such as the Slave Lake Fire in 2011.

The affected High River home owners recognized the demands placed on first responders in a disaster of this 
magnitude. But, they also believe that the forced entries into their homes were carried out under tenuous legal 
authority, and occurred long past the reasonable requirements of a state of emergency. Rather than having their 
home ownership respected, they were left feeling that their rights were sacrificed on the altar of a dubious expedi-
ency.
As previously noted, Deputy Commissioner McGowan advised that the RCMP Members involved in this situ-
ation did not take operational direction from elected officials or public service employees. Instead, they relied 
on the authority of section 19 of the Emergency Management Act. But if such actions were taken by the RCMP 
Members under section 19 without Ministerial approval or direction, as normally would be required by the Act, 
their interpretation of that section is misguided. This suggests a need to clarify the legislation.
Actions, behaviors and attitudes cannot always be legislated with precision, especially when discretion needs to be 
exercised in an emergency situation. But, a state of emergency should not be used as an excuse to encroach on the 
property rights of land owners, if that encroachment is based more on expediency than it is an actual imminent 
threat. Perhaps an amendment to section 19 of the Act can serve as a clear statutory direction that emergency 
powers and discretion are not unfettered. It also can serve as a reminder of the need for a measure of goodwill 
from those charged with following the Act’s provisions.
Recommendations 2013.05 - that the Legislature amend the Emergency Management Act to clarify and affirm 
the consistent respect for and deference to private property rights, even in the face of an emergency situation. 
Specifically, it is recommended that section 19 of the Act be amended to confirm that a natural disaster does not 
create licence to disregard the property rights of individual Albertans, nor does it absolve the authorities from 
a responsibility to follow the due process of law (including the need to obtain Ministerial authorization) if any 
encroachments do become necessary as an emergency response.
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The Firearms Act
Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney Trashes PEI CFO Vivian Hayward

At the same time as Minister Steven Blaney blasted PEI Chief Firearms Officer Vivian Hayward for her utter 
stupidity regarding Authorizations to Transport restricted firearms the media blasted Minister Blaney for daring to 
say firearm ownership is a right, albeit one that comes with responsibilities.
As I wrote last week, PEI CFO Marion Hayward (center with 
her finger on the trigger) is a moron.  She despises firearm owners 
and wants to see every one of them in prison and their firearms 
seized by the state.  The 2010 photo that’s come back to haunt her 
makes that very clear.
The goal of PEI’s Chief Firearms Officer is not to help and 
support lawful firearm ownership, but to seize firearms and pros-
ecute firearm owners as often as possible.
Stating that folding Authorizations to Transport into firearms 
licenses, a move that cuts down on an already useless bureau-
cracy, would enable “...the U.S. style having the gun on their hip 
authorization to carry, which people in this country don’t have”, 
Hayward proved she had no clue what she talked about.
All she cared about was the reporter’s microphone in front of her 
and her ability to make herself and her office look stupid on the 
national stage.
Of course she doesn’t see it that way.  She thinks she actually 
knows what she’s talking about.  
Let me explain.

A firearms license or Possession and Acquisition License (PAL) 
as it is officially called, can only be issued to a mere citizen after 
that individual has passed an RCMP background check, had two 
personal references verify they are of good character and they have 
paid the appropriate fee to the government.  In the case of the 
individual wanting to own restricted firearms (primarily hand-
guns) that fee is $80.
Once issued, the mere citizen is then “allowed” to purchase a firearm.  Once they go to a gun store and make a 
purchase, that individual is then put through the entire background check process again and the provincial Chief 
Firearms Officer must sign off on the purchase.
Then and only then can the individual apply for an Authorization to Transport their handgun, and this is where 
it gets exceedingly bureaucratic and stupid.   First, the mere citizen must apply for a “Short-Term Authorization 
to Transport”.  This will allow them to take their purchased firearm from the gun store to their home.  Then they 
must apply for a “Long-Term Authorization to Transport” which would allow the individual to take their hand-
gun to and from the shooting range, gunsmith and/or border crossing if they are shooting in the USA.
This is nothing but bureaucratic red tape; a waste of time for everyone involved and a gross waste of taxpayer 
money.  
If a person is deemed “safe” enough to own a handgun, is once again deemed “safe” enough to purchase a hand-
gun why on earth do we need an entire bureaucracy devoted to issuing paperwork so they can take their property 
to the range?
We don’t.
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Vivian Hayward doesn’t like this change one bit? Why? It strips her of her ability to arbitrarily harass law-abiding 
citizens.  It makes her “less relevant” and this is one petty bureaucrat who believes she is not only above the law 
but also the most important person in Prince Edward Island.
She is not.
She is no different than Ontario’s CFO Chris Wyatt, who prefers prosecuting lawful firearm owners instead of 
going after actual violent criminals.  While gang members shoot up the greater Toronto area with impunity one 
wonders when CFO Wyatt will do anything to address that problem.
Since criminals would NEVER break the law I am left wondering why Chris Wyatt continues to issue Authoriza-
tions to Transport to these violent offenders?  How else could they take their firearms from their homes to the 
streets of greater Toronto?
I praise Mnister Blaney and his office for putting the moronic Vivian Hayward in her place.  As the Canadian 
Shooting Sports Assn (CSSA) said, 

Hayward was chewed to pieces this week in myriad firearms blogs and media commentaries. All we could 
do is pile on. There is reason, however, to highlight the vehement rebuttal provided by Minister Blaney, 
who is waging war against any CFO who tries to dine out on his legislative proposals to increase their 
own stock. The Minister of Public Safety’s response to the PEI CFO’s silly fear-mongering is unprecedent-
ed by the Harper government – and most welcome. Recent developments show they are willing to pull 
rank on the fifth columnists still lurking within the civil service.
Blaney’s office blasted Hayward and her ilk publicly in this July 28 story from Sun News’ Bryn Weese:
“Law-abiding firearms owners are sick and tired of harassment by unelected, unaccountable provincial firearms 
officers,” Jean-Christophe de le Rue, a spokesman for Blaney, told QMI Agency Monday. 
“This official is wrong. And if she had taken a moment to examine our government’s proposals, she would have 
seen clearly that there are no changes to safe transport requirements. Indeed, owners of restricted firearms will 
continue to be required to lock their firearms in an approved container, separate from ammunition, and travel 
by the most direct route to an approved firing range. A responsible CFO would have informed herself rather 
than trying to fear-monger and intimidate.”

Well said.
Vivian Hayward is anything but a “responsible CFO”.  She is a petty bureaucrat terrified at the prospect some of 
her power will be stripped away, and stripped away it should be.  As the 2010 photo shows so clearly, she is not 
capable of handling a firearm safely, let alone responsible.
The CSSA went on to say

Incredibly, there remain a few pro-gun extremists who continue to discredit Minister Blaney for what he 
isn’t doing, rather than expressing support for his protection of their turf. Gun owners would benefit from 
cooling the threats of abandoning political support for now and see what this guy can bring. A little credit 
where it’s due, folks.

If you have not done so already I urge you to write to Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney and express your 
support for his putting PEI CFO in her place, as well as for his proposed changes to Canada’s firearm laws under 
the Common Sense Firearms Licensing Act. 
Any government minister who says publicly that gun ownership is “a right that comes with responsibilities” 
clearly deserves our support.  

“To possess a firearm is a right, and it’s a right that comes with responsibilities.”
There is no way Steven Blaney would say it repeatedly without Harper’s blessing.  Steven Harper’s iron-fisted 
control over his government’s messaging means one thing: he approved that statement.  
Write Minister Blaney today and tell him what you think, and while you’re at it send a copy of your letter to 
Prime Minister Harper.  They need to know we support their slapping down idiots like Vivian Hayward.  :)
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Firearm Training
How to Out-Think, Out-Shoot and Prevail on the Street, in Combat or Self-Defense

If your “pucker factor” doubled over this email’s subject line, don’t 
worry... you’re not alone.
The debate over “how big should your bullet be” has been raging since 
Cain was deciding on whether to use a small rock or a big rock to kill 
Able. :-)
So, what’s the answer?
Former Force Recon Marine and creator of the “30-10” at-home pistol 
course, Chris Graham, shares a story in 30-10 from a US Navy SEAL 
friend of his, named “Monkey”.
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

Monkey was teaching a class of Federal Law Enforcement Agents and 
said that statistics prove out that the majority of people who are shot 
with a handgun (of ANY caliber) survive...
... but 100% of the ones “HE” shot with a 9mm are dead!
Now if you just read that the “9mm is the best caliber”, that’s NOT 
what he’s saying, so let me translate...
Stats show that the majoirty of people shot with a 9mm lived... but 
those that faced Monkey with a “9”, are dead.
This just illustrates the fact that the question of which caliber is best is usually the wrong question.
Your ability to put thug-stopping rounds into your attacker has a MUCH bigger impact than the caliber of 
ammo you’re using.
Unfortunately, most gun owners aren’t able to shoot as accurately “in combat” as they are down at the range.
Chris’ 30-10 at-home pistol training course was developed for Marine anti-terrorists... but it’s also ideal for 
anyone if you’re protecting yourself and loved ones with a gun.
Check it out here => http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

Chris isn’t your average instructor.  He provides advanced weapons and tactics training to personnel from USG 
(US Government) agencies prior to deployment to high-threat zones.
More than that, he’s one of a relatively small group of guys who actually goes downrange and provides sustain-
ment training to them while they’re in high threat zones.
*    If you’re an instructor - Chris is one of the guys who you want to be picking stuff up from to use in your own 
classes.
*    If you’re a shooter - Chris is an instructor who is teaching based on first hand experience downrange against 
determined attackers.  His teaching isn’t stuff that worked 5, 10, or 15 years ago...it’s stuff that he or his students 
have more than likely used in the last few months, weeks, or even days in real life encounters.
I want to encourage you to check out this course now by going here...
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

I don’t know about you, but I’m ALWAYS looking for more and more advanced pistol training programs and 
Chris’ is a great find!
I promise it will help you stop a threat whether it’s a 9, .38, .357, .40, .45, .22, etc. coming out the end of your 
barrel.
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Firearm Legal Defense
Police Can and Will Charge You Even When You Haven’t Broken Any Firearm Law

Police are now laying charges in situations that most hunters believe is safe storage.
Mr. Hunter took several guns with him hunting. He kept them in his pickup bed. The guns were cased, covered, 
but not trigger-locked and not in locked hard cases. Ammunition was carried in the bed and in an unlocked box. 
The pickup bed was covered with a locked cap, bolted down and an additional wire and lock held the cap door 
closed in addition to a lock. Mr. Hunter slept in a hotel. During the night thieves broke the cap door off at the 
hinges. The lock held fast and two guns were stolen.
The police arrested the thieves, impounded Mr. Hunter’s truck without a warrant and seized his remaining guns 
and ammunition. Mr. Hunter faces criminal charges of unsafe storage of guns and ammunition and unsafe trans-
portation for leaving his guns unattended. The police say he should have had trigger locks or locked hard cases 
and the ammunition should have been in a locked box. 
This may sound ridiculous to you. Mr. Hunter has a good defense and should be found not guilty. The police say 
“let the judge decide”. 
Mr. Hunter’s guns are seized until trial. He must hire a lawyer and travel from home to the court where the 
theft took place. The trial will be nine months after his truck was broken into. This is not fair but it is true. This 
happened in September 1998. Names are changed, the essential facts are true.
Protect yourself from this type of police harassment. If you leave your gun in your vehicle, trigger lock it, action 
lock it or take the bolt out and lock the bolt up. Keep your ammunition in a locked box. This is beyond what the 
law requires but do this to avoid becoming a test case for the police to see how far they can push the law.
Every year over 3,500 Ontario residents are convicted of unsafe storage. Many are innocent but they do not fight 
a wrongfully laid charge. Most charges can be fought. 
Do not plead guilty. Do not surrender your rights without a fight. Do not make statements to the police after 
arrest. Call a lawyer, get advice. Better yet, put an extra trigger lock on your gun and a lock on your ammo box. 
That is a lot cheaper than a lawyer.
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